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 This paper presents a novel approach that enables a low-cost µAUV  

(micro autonomous underwater vehicle) navigate and work safely in an 

enclosed cluttered underwater environment. In order to achieve a autonomy 

collision-free navigation in underwater, it requires a reliable approach that 

would allow a µAUV which equipped with sparse and inaccurate sonar 

sensors to map the underwater environment, a map constructing algorithm 

that converts the obtained data to useful information to establish a map, and a 

path planning algorithm that plans a collision-free path from the start to  

the desired goal. The proposed approach will integrate environment survey, 

environment reconstruction, and path planning as a completed task, which 

involves map acquisition and path planning. A complete simulation of  

the environment topology acquisition and route planning process is 

documented in this paper. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Investigations on the autonomous vehicle have been made significant progress over the past few 

years. Based on its working environment, autonomous vehicles can be categorised into three types, the one 

working in the air is called unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) such as drones, which is used to film, 

environmental surveillance, geography study, and even parcel delivery. The one working in the ground is 

called unmanned ground vehicle (UGV) such as self-driving cars, which is used to replace human pilot. 

Moreover, the one working underwater is called autonomous underwater vehicle (AUV). This paper interests 

at AUV underwater application. 

A diversity of AUVs has already been developed in different purposes and deployed in different 

underwater situations, which including industrial processes, marine research, and air crash investigations. 

Those industrial processes include but are not limited to undersea oil pipeline leakage detection [1] and spent 

nuclear fuel storage pond monitoring [2]. The ocean researches include undersea oil exploitation, marine 

study and information collection, ocean search and rescue [3]. As for air crash investigations, AUVs have 

been used to find wreckages of missing aeroplanes, such as Malaysia Airlines Flight 370 accident [4]. 

This work is motivated by the nuclear storage pond decommissioning problem. Storage ponds are 

used to keep spent fuel assemblies and other radioactive material underwater until they are sufficiently 

benign to be subjected to processing for long term safe storage. In terms of size, Olympic swimming pools 

provide a convenient benchmark, although storage ponds are typically much deeper. Waste objects are placed 
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on the bottom of the pond with a significant depth of clear water above for shielding purposes. The material 

remains within a pond for a number of years. The spent nuclear fuel storage pond contains highly radioactive 

metals such as Uranium and Thorium [5], which are hazardous to human health. Places such as these are 

nearly impossible for humans to work in even wearing a protective suit. In such circumstances, AUVs could 

potentially be used to replace humans to monitor for leaking containers, to find the disposition of material in 

older ponds, and to explore the unknown underwater environment. 

Based on the era of construction, existing storage ponds can be classified as legacy ponds or modern 

ponds. The latter tend to be equipped with regular storage racks designed to hold canisters containing the 

radioactive material. Hence the distribution of clutter (the solid objects within the pond) is regular or at least 

well-organised [2]. Figure 1 is an example of a modern pond. Legacy ponds are a different matter. 

Originating from times when the hazards of storing nuclear material were not as clearly understood as they 

are now, and handling technology was less well developed, legacy ponds contain material that was originally 

stored in a haphazard manner in skips (dumpsters). Some material in legacy ponds has been immersed for 

many years and has partially disintegrated [2]. Figure 2 is an example of the legacy pond. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 1. Modern nuclear storage pond [6] 

 

 

 
 

Figure 2. Legacy nuclear storage pond [7] 

 

 

It is evidently desirable that conditions in both classes of ponds be monitored, although this is  

a potentially hazardous endeavour. In the case of modern ponds, it is helpful to check for leakage from 

canisters so that remedial work can be carried out in a timely manner. For legacy ponds, it is necessary to 

determine the dispersal of objects within a pond and the distributions of radioactivity, temperature and other 

parameters throughout the pond, so that plans for material removal and long-term storage can be formulated. 

The research reported in this paper builds on work on small-scale, low-cost AUVs (µAUVs) that has 

been underway in Manchester for several years [8, 9], resulting in the AVEXIS vehicle [8, 9]. AVEXIS has 4 

degrees of freedom. Supporting communication and localisation systems are currently under development. 
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One aim of the AVEXIS work is to develop a swarm (‘shoal’) of AUVs able to explore, map and monitor 

storage ponds. Such a system requires mapping and path planning capabilities and this paper discusses initial 

efforts to provide this kind of functionality. 

The problem of the µAUV navigation in a storage pond is how to enables a µAUV traverse from  

the start position to the goal position (the destination where the robot heading to) while avoiding any 

obstacles in its environment without the help of GPS (GPS works badly in underwater) [10]. [11-13] 

introduce several navigation strategies for mobile robots. 3D path planning in a cluttered pond is  

a particularly interesting challenge since it relies on 3D maps whose accuracy may not be high, and collisions 

between robots and clutter may have serious consequences for the robot, the environment, bystanders, or all 

three. Moreover, the possible approaches are constrained by size and cost issues. Clearly, the µAUVs need to 

be small enough to navigate through confined spaces, and a key objective of this work has been to keep costs 

low to enable the system to be used in a variety of water-based processes. 

However, so far, most approaches such as Forward-Looking Sonar [14], Multi-Beam Sonar [15] has 

been conducted in expensive big-sized AUV for marine research. This paper proposes an approach to address 

the pond mapping and path planning problem for a sensor-limited low-cost µAUV, which consists of 3 steps. 

Step 1, a low-cost AUV with sparse and inaccurate sonar sensors to map the underwater environment and 

gather the depth measurement data. Step 2, a map construction that converts the obtained data to useful 

information to establish an occupancy grid. Step 3, A* path-planning algorithm that plans a collision-free 

path from the start to the desired goal.  

The environment mapping strategy is based on the idea of an ‘aerial survey’. In this context,  

an aerial survey is simply a set of depth measurements taken on a regular measurement grid at a fixed depth 

within the clear water region of the ponds. See Figure 3. The result of a survey is a matrix of tuples, whose 

components are measurement position and corresponding depth. This data is the 2D projection of the 3D 

clutter on to the measurement plane and can be used to construct a height map of the objects at the bottom of 

the pond. This in itself provides useful data about the disposition of material within a pond. However,  

a significant amount of information is lost and height maps do not provide adequate support for the path 

planning needed for detailed exploration. What is really needed is a 3D representation of the pond clutter. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 3. A complete aerial mapping and path planning in a cluttered enclosure 

 

 

In this paper, the advantage is taken of the fact that most clutter in storage ponds is prismatic in 

shape i.e. objects have a polygonal base and a cross-section that does not vary with height (cuboid and 

cylindrical containers that are typically used in most ponds). The approach outlined in this paper locates 

clutter from a heightmap and uses this information to generate 3D point cloud map of prismatic objects from 

which a full 3D grid map of the pond can be constructed that is suitable for A* path planning algorithms. 

In order to ensure that the A* path planning algorithm works with the obtained 3D grid map, both 

processes must be performed in the same coordinate system and the depth measurement at reflection 

positions must lie on the user-specified survey grid. The survey grid is the location of mesh points in  

the measurement plane where depth measurements are taken (as indicated in Figure 1) and the A* method is 

applied to a workspace based on a discretized representation of the environment’s geometry. In this system, 

the A* searching grid is a 3D grid based on the 2D survey grid but has the same interval in the z-axis. 
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Because there is often unlikely that the sampled locations will coincide with the survey grid, such as the case 

that inclined objects cause the depth measurement at positions do not lie on the survey grid. Therefore, it 

requires further data processing to make them consistency. This paper explains how to establish a 3D digital 

grid map based on raw depth measurement data and provides some simulation results. 

 

 

2. AERIAL MAPPING 

The term of “Aerial mapping” or “aerial survey” originally come from an airborne land survey, 

which is an efficient method of mapping geographic feature of large areas. It is also known as Echo-sounding 

sonar in the undersea image and investigation research. Side-scan uses sonar devices that produce a conical 

or fan-shaped beam down to the seafloor with a wide beam that perpendicular to the path of the sensor 

through the water to gather the geographic information of the seabed [16]. Echo-sounding uses sonar devices 

that produce a conical beam downward to the pond bottom with a wide beam angle perpendicular to the path 

of the sensor through the water to measure the depth of the bottom [17]. 

This mapping algorithm is simply a set of depth measurements taken on a regular measurement grid 

at a fixed depth within the clear water region of the ponds. In practice, µAUV will project a vertical beam 

from a plane with a specified height toward an area by high-frequency acoustic pulse emission in order to 

capture depth information about the corresponding bottom surface. The movement plane is set above clutters 

and sampled in a uniformly spaced 2d grid (see Figure 1). The µAUV will move to each grid and measure  

the depth of the current grid by the received pulse that reflected off from the object’s top surface. A routine 

of this survey is shown in Figure 4. The result of an aerial survey is an array of tuples, whose components are 

measurement positions and its corresponding height. See Figure 5 for the input and output of this method. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 4. Scan itinerary 

 

 

 
 

Figure 5. Diagram of input and output 

 

 

The Echo-sounding is carried out by acoustic sensors which rely on modulating surface acoustic 

waves to sense a physical object. These devices transduce electrical signals to acoustic waves, receive 

reflected waves, and convert received waves back to electrical signal [18]. During the wave propagation, 

acoustic waves will be reflected, refracted, or attenuated by the medium. For the depth measurement,  

the reflection is the main concern. In terms of analysis, the form of a wave in-depth measurement is not 

convenient, but the characteristic of the acoustic wave can be approximated to a ray and simply neglected its 

wave nature since the wavelength of the typical acoustic wave is smaller compared to the size of physical 

objects under the water [19]. As a consequence, the ray tracing algorithm is introduced to model and simulate 

the sound propagation [20]. The propagation of the acoustic wave is regarded as rays, and the conical beam is 

constituted of a finite number of rays. The depth can be calculated by knowing the time interval between  

the transmitted signal and received signal and the propagation speed of the acoustic ray. 
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The main problem is finding the correct signal (ray) from the received signal spectrum. Because 

there are unwanted signals and background noises in the received signal spectrum. The background noise 

includes reflections from small objects, reflections of sidelobes or part of reverberation (especially in shallow 

waters), the unwanted signal includes later reflections (a signal that has multiple times of reflections) and 

diffuse reflections (a signal that scatters in all direction when hits an object). Therefore, the useful signal is 

the normal reflection of the emitted ray, because a receiver and a transmitter combined in one device 

(transceiver), so the only first-order specular reflection can be received is the normal reflection. 

Theoretically, it is reflected off the nearest obstacles and has the highest remaining energy [18]. Based on this 

property, 2 key factors can be used to estimate the normal reflection: time of flight (TOF) and impulse 

response energy level. In the impulse response in the time domain, the normal reflection signal is the pulse 

with the highest energy response and the shortest TOF. Once the TOF of the desired signal is known, the 

depth is given by the equation: 

 

𝐷𝑒𝑝𝑡ℎ = 𝑣 ∗
𝑡

2
 (1) 

 

where v is the speed of sound in water and t is the time of fight of the normal reflection signal. The flowchart 

of the implemented ray-tracing based aerial mapping MATLAB simulator is shown in Figure 6. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 6. Ray tracing flow chart 
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A ray-tracing simulator is built on MATLAB. Assume the pond is a 50m*25m swimming  

pool-sized enclosure with a depth of 10m. Assume the side-scan sampling resolution is 0.5m*0.5m, the 

obtained depth measurement data and its’ corresponding surface plot are shown in Figure 7 and 8 

respectively. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 7. Geometry model of a storage pond 

 

 

 
 

Figure 8. Raw depth measurement points obtained by aerial mapping 

 

 

3. OCCUPANCY GRID MAP CONSTRUCTING AND PATH PLANNING 

The raw data obtained by the aerial mapping is a topological depth measurement data. It is required 

to be processed with boundary tracing (to extract objects’ boundary points, estimate objects’ occupied region 

and vertices, and calculate the top plane equation), Planar depth measurement data regenerating (to generate 

depth measurement points that lie on the survey grid based on plane equation estimated by extracted vertices 

point), 3D structure constructing (to construct the rest body by interpolating points under the assumption of 

the canister shape), and grid method (to initialize the environment’s point cloud matrix by binary variable) in 

orders to establish the 3D digital grid map for A* path planning algorithm. The flow chart of the processing 

procedure is shown in Figure 9. 
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Figure 9. The processing flow chart 

3.1.  Boundary tracing 

Boundary tracing algorithm is a technique that is applied to digital images in order to extract their 

boundary [21]. A digital image is a group of pixels on a square tessellation each having a certain value. Since 

point cloud data has similar features so boundary tracing algorithm can be used here. There are 4 common 

ways to trace the boundary. They are Square Tracing Algorithm, Moore-Neighbor Tracing, Radial Sweep, 

and Theo Pavlidis' Algorithm [22] separately. They tracking boundary in a different manner. This paper uses 

the radial sweep algorithm to extract boundary points from point cloud data in order to find vertices points 

because this algorithm is easy to implement. The boundary tracing includes 2 steps: 

‐ Extract boundary points. 

‐ Removal points of the traced object. 

There is a distinguished height difference in the topological point cloud data, which segments 

ground point sets and objects’ point sets. Hence, height checking will proceed in sequence in order to find the 

first object point which is classified as the origin of the boundary. After the first object point is found, the 

boundary tracing procedure is invoked. This uses the concept of chain code [23, 24], whose checking encoder 

moves along the boundary of the region to extract boundary points (in a clockwise or anticlockwise 

direction). This continues until the checking encoder returns to the starting position. 

In order to find the next boundary point, the height of 8 directions points that surrounding the start 

point will be checked in clockwise order from the south direction until finding the first next boundary point. 

Diagram of the 8 directions respect to the start point and check direction is shown in Figure 10 (i,j) is used to 

represent 8 directions of adjacent points relative to the start point. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 10. 8 Directions respect to the current point 

 

 

Once the next boundary point has been found, it is saved and regarded as the new start point and a 

similar procedure to the above is repeated, with one important difference. The difference is rather than start 

checking at the south direction it commences from the direction that the previous start point with respect to 

the current start point. A complete boundary tracing is demonstrated in Figure 11. 

As shown in Figure 11, red dots represent the found boundary points and green dots represent the 

next successive boundary points. The sample data is scanned at black dot from bottom to top searching for 

the start point. After finding the starting point, start the initial boundary check in the clockwise direction in 

the south direction of the starting point until the next boundary point is found. After that, regarding the found 

next boundary point as the new start, and repeat the boundary check at the south-west direction of the new 

starting point. The boundary checking will terminate when the initial starting point (the first red dot) is found. 

Figure 11 demonstrates an example of the boundary tracing process on a sample point set. The most 

important thing in the boundary tracing procedure is the "sense of direction". The right directions are with 

respect to the previous positioning. Therefore, it's important to keep tracking of the current and previous 

orientation in order to make the right moves. 

 

Legend 

H : Height  

NN : North  

NE : North-East  

NW : North-West  

WW : West  

EE : East  

SW : South-West  

SS : South 

SE : South-West 
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Figure 11. Boundary Tracing 

 

 

In practice, there will be more than one object in the environment so the obtained point cloud will 

contain a different set of points (one set of points corresponds to one object). However, the problem is it will 

repeatedly trace the first object and cannot break out the loop. In order to escape from the loop, it is required 

to remove each traced object from the point cloud so that it does not prevent tracking of the remaining 

objects. Once the removal process has been done, restart to find the next object point and trace the successive 

boundary points point again. See the example in Figure 12. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 12. Removal of a traced object 
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There are 2 sets of points in the point cloud, so there are 2 objects. The red points are boundary 

points, the blue points are reminder object points and the heights of the black points where scanning starts. 

Figure 9 demonstrates how to extract boundary points when there are multiple objects in the point cloud. 

However, it apparently left one problem: When 2 objects overlap or touch each other, the point cloud of their 

touched edge will be merged together. As a result, this algorithm will treat them as one object. For this 

particular case, segmentation of point cloud will be deployed to classify this 2 object. 

 

3.2.  Environment reconstruction by point cloud 

Usually, the raw depth measurement points do not coincide with the user’s specified survey grid, so 

it is necessary to calculate the plane equation to create new measurement points that coincide with the user’s 

specified survey grid. 

A plane in 3D space is defined by three points, which do not all lie on the same line or by a point 

and a normal vector to the plane, which is called the vector equation of a plane. In other words, in order to 

calculate the vector equation of a plane, it is required to know the coordinate of at least 3 points that located 

in the plane and not in the same straight line. However, the selection of points needs to be careful, because it 

cannot be assumed that any 3 arbitrary points taken from the plane are able to represent the plane. The chosen 

points should be able to best describe the plane parameter. Vertices points are the best option to calculate the 

plane. Since the boundary points in the point cloud are extracted by boundary tracing, vertices can be found 

by comparing their x value and y value. Once the coordinate of 3 verticespoints is known, the vector plane 

equation can be calculated. The general form of the vector equation of a plane is: 

 

�⃗� ∙ (𝑝 − 𝑝1) = 0 (2) 

 

�⃗�  is the normal vector of the plane. The normal vector �⃗� =(a, b, c) can be calculated by Cross Product of 

any 2 vectors that constituted by the known 3 vertices. P1=(x1, y1, z1) is one of the known vertices points. 

P=(x, y, z) is any point that located on this plane. This equation can be transformed into the general planar 

equation, and the height of any point on the plane is given by: 

 

[𝑎, 𝑏, 𝑐] ∙ [𝑥 − 𝑥1, 𝑦 − 𝑦1, 𝑧 − 𝑧1] = 0 

 

𝑎𝑥 + 𝑏𝑦 + 𝑐𝑧 − (𝑎𝑥1 + 𝑏𝑦1 + 𝑐𝑧1) = 0  

 

𝑧 =
(𝑎𝑥1+𝑏𝑦1+𝑐𝑧1)−𝑏𝑦−𝑎𝑥

𝑐
 (3) 

 

For the case that height measurements at reflection positions that do not lie on the survey grid such 

as tilted objects, this vector plane equation (3) can be used to calculate the height of the points whose position 

lie on the survey grid and the object’s top plane (x and y value is the coordinate of the corresponding survey 

grid). Thus, acquired a new point cloud that denotes the corresponding object’ top plane by points that lie on 

the survey grid. Since there are numbers of objects, the above processes will be undertaken for each object. 

After regenerating the new measurement points of the object’ upper plane, the next step is to further 

process it to create a completed 3D model of the environment. This procedure is called environment 

reconstruction. As objects are assumed to be prismatic, so their side surfaces are perpendicular to its upper 

surface. This a crucial assumption for reconstructing the object because the key idea of reconstructing the 

environment by Point Cloud is to add new points to the modified measurement points in the perpendicular 

direction of the upper plane to create the remaining part between the top plane depth measurement data of the 

obstacle and the ground measurement data. Added points must satisfy the condition that lies on the user’s 

specified survey grid. Thus, it generates the 3D point cloud model of obstacles. This technique is known as 

linear height interpolation [25]. The schematic diagram of the perpendicular height interpolation is shown in 

Figure 13. 
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Figure 13. A schematic of the linear perpendicular height interpolation 

 

 

An example of using linear perpendicular height interpolation to generate a point cloud of the 3D 

model of detected objects is shown below. It is explained with the aid of Figure 14. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 14. A schematic of the linear perpendicular height interpolation 

 

 

Assume the resolution of the survey grid is α*α, and the position of measurement result lies on  

the survey grid. Point A, B, C, D are 4 vertices points of the measurement point cloud. Assume  

the coordinate of A is (xa, ya, za), B is (xb, yb, zb), C is (xc, yc, zc), D is (xd, yd, zd) respectively. It needs to 

calculate the x, y coordinate of added points e, f, g and make sure they are lying on the survey grid. Point e, f, 

g exist on the vector that perpendicular to the plane and pass through B, so it needs to calculate the equation 

of the vector. The equation of the vector and the coordinate of the point in the vector is given by: 

 

𝐴𝐵⃗⃗⃗⃗  ⃗ = [𝑥𝑏 − 𝑥𝑎, 𝑦𝑏 − 𝑦𝑎, 𝑧𝑏 − 𝑧𝑎] 
 

𝐴𝐷⃗⃗ ⃗⃗  ⃗ = [𝑥𝑑 − 𝑥𝑎, 𝑦𝑑 − 𝑦𝑎, 𝑧𝑑 − 𝑧𝑎] 
 

�⃗� = 𝐴𝐵⃗⃗⃗⃗  ⃗ × 𝐴𝐷⃗⃗ ⃗⃗  ⃗ = [𝑥𝑛, 𝑦𝑛, 𝑧𝑛]  (4) 

 

𝑝 = �⃗� + 𝑡 ∙ �⃗� = [𝑥𝑏, 𝑦𝑏 , 𝑧𝑏] + 𝑡 ∙ [𝑥𝑛, 𝑦𝑛, 𝑧𝑛]  (5) 

 
[𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑧] = [𝑥𝑏 + 𝑡 ∙ 𝑥𝑛, 𝑦𝑏 + 𝑡 ∙ 𝑦𝑛, 𝑧𝑏 + 𝑡 ∙ 𝑧𝑛] (6) 

 

𝑥 = 𝑥𝑏 + 𝑡 ∙ 𝑥𝑛 (7) 

 

𝑦 = 𝑦𝑏 + 𝑡 ∙ 𝑦𝑛 (8) 

 

𝑧 = 𝑧𝑏 + 𝑡 ∙ 𝑧𝑛                                                        (9) 
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P is any point that crossed by this vector. Assume z coordinate of e ze is known (the interpolated 

height is from α to the height (z-axis value) of B, the interval is α which equals to the z-axis interval of the 

A* searching grid), so ye and xe are given by: 

 

𝑒 = [𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑧𝑒] (10) 

 

𝑧𝑒 = 𝑧𝑏 + 𝑡 ∙ 𝑧𝑛  (11) 

 

𝑡 =
𝑧𝑒−𝑧𝑏

𝑧𝑛
 (12) 

 

𝑦𝒆 = 𝑦𝑏 +
𝑧𝑒−𝑧𝑏

𝑧𝑛
∙ 𝑦𝑛 (13) 

 

𝑥𝑒 = 𝑥𝑏 +
𝑧𝑒−𝑧𝑏

𝑧𝑛
∙ 𝑥𝑛 (14) 

 

The remaining question is to determine which grid cell is that point e locates in. In order to do so,  

it is necessary to find its nearby vertex on the survey grids to determine which grid cell is that point e locates. 

If the position (xe, ye) of e is not on the survey grid but very close, it should be assigned to the nearest  

survey grid position. After processing the new topological point cloud by procedures given above, a 3D point 

cloud model of detected objects will be obtained. Each point is assigned to the corresponding grid in the A* 

survey grid. 

 

3.3.  Grid method to establish 3d occupancy grid map 

Since the 3D model of the environment is represented by discrete points in the user’s queried 3D 

grid (A* searching grid), a 3D digital map is able to be established by grid method [26]. The basic idea of the 

occupancy grid method is to create an environment map as an evenly spaced field of binary numbers: 

obstacle regions and free regions are encoded by 0 and 1 respectively. First of all, divide the whole 

environment into a finite number of equal spaced searching grids without considering obstacles as shown in 

Figure 15 and 16. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 15. The whole environment                     Figure 16. The meshed environment 

 

 

Then, model obstacles by a finite number of discrete equal spaced cells. After that, align each point 

to its corresponding survey grid and convert it to the occupancy grid map. In order to convert the point cloud 

model to a 3D digital grid map, the first step is to define cells occupied by objects as inaccessible cells and 

cells not occupied by points as accessible cells. The accessible cells are outside obstacles; while the 

inaccessible cells are inside obstacles. Next, initialize the 3D matrix that will hold the digital map by 

encoding each inaccessible cell with ‘1’ and accessible cell with ‘0’. As a result, the binary matrix of the 3D 

digital grid map of the environment is obtained. It is ready to be used in path planning algorithms, e.g. A* 

algorithm. By this method, the raw depth measurement data shown in Figure 5 can be used to construct 3D 

point cloud model of the pond, and the point cloud model can be converted to a 3D occupancy grid map, as 

shown in Figure 17 and 18. Figure 17 is the 3D point cloud structure of the environment after processed by 
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3D structure reconstruction. Each point will be assigned to the meshed environment to establish an 

occupancy grid map. Figure 18 shows a well-formatted 3D digital grid map, the red dots are an unoccupied 

grid, which encoded as ‘0’, and the yellow dots are occupied grid, which encoded as ‘1’. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 17. Height interpolated 3D point cloud 

 

 

 
 

Figure 18. 3D grid map 

 

 

3.4.  A* Path planning on the obtained map 

A* algorithm [27] are typical search algorithm which is widely used in pathfinding and graph 

traversal. The main reason for choosing it is this algorithm is it can search a short and collision-free path on 

discrete sample nodes based workspace. The basic principle of this algorithm is continuously searching  

the appropriate next node to approach the destination by considering the heuristic information and  

the condition of the current node. A node is a grid point which represents a small piece of the area of  

the workspace, and the workspace consists of a finite number of nodes. The established occupancy grid map 

can be easily treated as the A* algorithm’s workspace. The mathematical formula of this algorithm is 

expressed in function (15) below: 

 

F (n) =g (n) +h (n) (15) 

 

Where n is the last node on the path; h(n) is a heuristic function which estimates the cost of the 

shortest path from the current node to the goal node; g(n) is a movement function which estimates the cost 

from the start to the current node; F(n) is the cost function which estimates the total cost of moving from the 

start node to the target node. Usually, the Euclidean distance [28] is used to estimate the cost between the 

current node and the goal node, so the heuristic function h(n) can be expressed: 

 

Tilted object  
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ℎ(𝑛) = √(𝑥𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑡 − 𝑥𝑔𝑜𝑎𝑙)
2
+ (𝑦𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑡 − 𝑦𝑔𝑜𝑎𝑙)

2
+ (𝑧𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑡 − 𝑧𝑔𝑜𝑠𝑙)

2
 (16) 

 

The collision-free path obtained by A* algorithm on the occupancy grid map in Figure 18 is given 

by Figure 19 and 20, the µAUV is assumed as a moving particle with 6 degrees of freedom without 

considering its size: 

 

 

 
 

Figure 19: 3D view of planned A* path 

 

 

 
 

Figure 20: Plan view of planned A* path 

 

 

Figure 7, 9, 17, 18, and 19 successfully demonstrated a simulation that µAUV performing aerial 

mapping to the depth measurements of the pond environment, processing the obtained depth measurements 

data to create a point cloud model of the pond, constructing an occupancy grid map based on the point cloud 

model, and planning a collision-free path by A* algorithm on the obtained occupancy grid map. It has been 
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observed from the above figures that the approach proposed in this paper provides a reliable collision-free 

path for a µAUV work in a cluttered storage pond. The advantage of this method compared to the method 

given in [29] is that it can be used for a sensor limited low-cost μAUV. 

 

 

4. DISCUSSION OF ERRORS IN MEASUREMENTS 

Measurement error is an important factor that needs to be considered in pond data acquisition and 

path planning. In practice, the depth measured by the acoustic sensor will not be the same as the true depth. 

The accuracy might vary from a few centimeters up to 10 centimeters depending on the quality of the sensor. 
Measurement errors in height will cause the obtained 3D point cloud model of the tilted object to be shifted 

in the horizontal plane relative to the real position. As a result, the measured object will be either smaller or 

bigger than the true object, which may cause collision problem when used for planning a collision-free path 

in practice. Therefore, it is necessary to create a larger bounding box that can completely cover the real object 

based on the measurement data, as shown in Figure 21. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 21. Bounding box 

 

 

Assuming the acoustic sensor noise has a Gaussian distribution and its standard deviation is σ. 

measured vertex 𝐴′ = (𝑥𝑎′, 𝑦𝑎′), 𝑏′ = (𝑥𝑏′, 𝑦𝑏′). δ is the maximum separation caused by Gaussian distribution 

in the left-hand side of the object; ε is the maximum separation caused by Gaussian distribution in the right-

hand side of the object. So the boundary vertex of the bounding box’s upper plane is given by: 

 

Left boundary vertex 𝐴" = (𝑥𝑎′ − 𝛿, 𝑦𝑎′ + 2𝜎) (17) 

 

Right boundary vertex 𝐵" = (𝑥𝑏′ + 휀, 𝑦𝑏′ + 2𝜎) (18) 

 

Based on the approach introduced in section 2 of this paper, the point cloud model of and occupancy 

grid map of the bounding box can be constructed. Figure 22 shows paths calculated by the A* algorithm in 

the workspace of the measurement object and the workspace of the bounding box. 
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Figure 22. Comparison of planned path 

 

 

The old path is the path calculated for the measured object, and the new path is the path calculated 

for the bounding box. The advantage of the bounding box method prevents the path from being too close to 

obstacles, which addressed the collision problem when used for planning a collision-free path in practice. 

 

 

5. CONCLUSION 

The main contribution of this paper is to investigate the navigation strategy and path planning of 

micro autonomous underwater vehicles (µAUVs) which is used to replace human being to work, monitor, 

and take measurements in an enclosed cluttered underwater environment such as the nuclear storage pond. 

This kind of missions requires the µAUV to map the working environment, construct a geographic map for 

visualising and grid occupancy map for path planning, and plan a feasible collision-free path on the grid 

occupancy map. The scope of this research includes how to obtain a point cloud map of the proposed 

enclosed cluttered underwater environment, study the feasibility of available navigation and path planning 

algorithm for an enclosed cluttered underwater environment, how to implement path planning algorithms to 

the point cloud map. 

The research conducted throughout this paper leads to an algorithm that capable of reconstructing 

the aerial mapping point cloud map to an occupancy grid map and using for path planning. However, there 

are a lot of unexplored areas need to be addressed in the future, that can extend what has been presented here. 

First of all, the online path planning, since the aerial mapping is unable to gather the information below the 

shadow area or overlap area, when the µAUV travelling on the predefined trajectory, the simultaneous 

localization and mapping (SLAM) technology [3] can be used on the µAUV to minor correct the planned 

trajectory in real-time. The second topic of future work is taking the speed of µAUV into considering. The 

frameworks proposed in this paper assume the µAUV move in a constant speed and maximum turning rate. 

In this way, the AUV path can be parameterized with a straight line segment and circular arc with any radius. 

However, in practice, the speed of the µAUV should be considered in case of sharp turning. The work on 

motion speed control should be investigated in order to find a feasible and safe path with speed varying. 
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